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The external syntax of derived words:
evidence from Dutch*

Geert Booij and Ton van Haaften

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, morphology is conceived of as that subdiscipline of linguistics
that deals with the internal structure of words. This view of morphology
can also be found in the first publications on generative morphology written
within the theoretical framework of lexicalist morphology, the position
that a generative grammar contains a relatively autonomous morphological
component. However, we should not lose sight of another essential part
of morphological research, the effects of morphological processes on the
syntactic valency of complex words. We will refer to this area of research
as 'the external syntax of complex words'. In this paper, we will focus
on the effects of derivational processes on verbs.

The syntactic valency ofverbs is encoded in their lexical representations.
We assume that each verb has zeÍo ot more aiguments. For each argument
it is indicated which thematic role (0-role) it carries, e.g. Agent or Theme.
In addition, it is also necessary to provide a restricted kind of syntactic
information in the sense that we have to specify the structural relations
between the arguments of a verb: an argument may be external (and hence

appear in subject position), direct internal (and thus surface as direct object),
or indirect internal. In the latter case, the argument will either be realized
syntactically, as a PP with a specific preposition, or as an NP with a

specific case (for instance, dative). The following examples illustrate these

rather elementary assumptions concerning the lexical representations of
verbs:l

(l) lopen 'to walk', V, Agens.
eten 'to eat', V, Agens, Theme.
zelten 'to put' V, Agens, Theme, Locationi
geven 'to give' V, Agens, Theme, Goali.
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Intheseexamplestheexternalargumentsareunderlined,andtheindirect
arguments have a superscript l' Normally,.the choice of preposition for

an indirect argument is noi specified in the lexical representation. For

instance, the verb zetten comiines with several locational prepositions:

nij ,r, ieTtes in/op/onder/naast de kast,Heputs the bottle into/on/tnder/

Uerid"s the cupbàard" The only thing that needs to be specified is that

there must be a Location-argument, witness the ungrammaticality of, for

instance, *Hij zet deJïes 'He puts the bottle" In section 3 we will discuss

the issue of the choice of pieposition in more detail' We also assume

thatthereareprincipl..*hi"hdeterminethesyntactice.Forinstance,
ifaverbhasbothanAgent-argumentandaTheme-argument'theAgent
will be the external argument, and the Theme the internal one' Moreover'

in the unmarked case-Themes will be realized as bare NP',s (cf' Anderson

1g77). Such rules can be viewed as redundancy rules with respect to existing

lexicatentries,andasgenerativeruleswithrespecttonewlycreatedones'

2. MORPHOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON ARGUMENT STRUCTURE

Theclaimthatwe,followingRappaport(1983),willdefendinthispaper
is that the similarities in sy-ntactic valency between a base word and its

derivative have to be accounted for in terms of argument structure' not

intermsofsyntacticsubcategorization'secondly'wewillclaimthatthe
argument structure of a basJ word is inherited unless the semantics of

thI word formation process gives rise to changes in that argument structure.

ihe syntactic differÀnces between sentences and their corresponding nom-

inalphrasesfollowfromgeneralprinciples'SuchNP'shaveoneofthe
fottowing types of head: riominal lnfinitive, a noun with the sufÍïx 0 or

the srrffix -ing, or a noun with the preftx ge-, as is illustrated in (2)-(5):

(2) a. Jan leest een boek'John reads a book'

b. Het lezen van een boek door Jan 'The reading of a book by

John'
c. Jans lezen van een boek 'John's reading of a book'

(3) a. Jan verkoopt boeken'John sells books'

b. De verkooi van boeken door Jan 'The selling of books by

John'
c. Jans verkoop van boeken'John's selling ofbooks'

a. Jan bestraft de directeur'John punishes the director'

b. De bestraffing van de directeur door Jan'The punishment of

the director bY John'

(4)
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c. Jans bestraffing van de directeur 'John's punishment of the

director'

(5) a. Jan drinkt bier'John drinks beer'

b. Het gedrink van bier door Jan 'The drinking of beer by John'

c. Jans gedrink van bier'John's drinking ofbeer'

Amritavalli (1980) already pointed out that the relations between sentences

and their nominalizations should not be described in terms of syntactic

parallellism, but rather as parallellism at the level of thematic, i.e. argument

structure. Starting from this point of view, RappapoÍt (1983) argues that

the syntactic differences between sentences and their corresponding nom-

inalizations follow from the different ways in which verbs and nouns identify

the o-role with which they can be associated. For instance, Agent, Theme

as well as Experiencer can be associated with the subject-function. Nouns,

however, have only one grammatical function, POSS, the prenominal

position for possessive NP's. All other arguments of a nominal head have

io be reatized in such a way that the specific §-role is indicated' For instance,

in the ó-phrases (2)-(5) the Theme-role is indicated by the preposition van,

and the Agent-role by door. The Agent-role can also be indicated by the

preposition van,but only in those cases where there is no direct internal

àrgrm"nt that requires this preposition for its syntactic realization. This

is illustrated in (6) and (7):

(6) a. Dat gezeur van Jan./*door Jan 'That moaning of John'

b.DatgezeurvanJanomgeld.ThatpesteringofJohnformoney'

(7) De bestraffing van de directeur door Jan,/*van Jan'The punishment

of the director bY John'

The grammatical function PoSS can function as a position for Agent (cf.

8a), or Theme (cf. 8b and 8c):

(8) a. Jans gefiets'John's cycling'/Jans bestraffing van de directeur

b. Jans val'John's fall'
c. Jans bestraffing door de directeur 'John's punishment by the

director'

Again, we observe that the syntactic realization of arguments of nominal

tràas is rule-governed.3
The hypotÉesis that inheritance of argument structure is the crucial

explanatàiy factor with respect to the syntactic valency of derived words

is supported by what happens when, as part of a morphological process'
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an argument is bound, i.e. does not receive an independent syntactic
realization. An example is the derivation of deverbal nouns in -er like
Jïetser'cyclist' and eter'eater'. Such deverbal subject names can be derived
irrespective ofthe nature ofthe O-role ofthe external argument. For instance,
the external arguments of the verbs underlying groeier'grower' and lijder
'sufferer' are not associated with the Agent-role, as is the case for Jïetser
and eter.a Thus we see that syntactic information concerning the external
or internal status of an argument may play a role in morphology, not
in the sense that this information is inherited, but in the sense that certain
morphological processes can be characterized by means of such notions.
Inheritance also plays a role here. This is clear from the fact that subject
names derived from obligatorily transitive verbs in principle always require
a complement. This complement is realized syntactically as a van-pp, or
morphologically as the left member of a compound with a deverbal-er-
noun as its right member:

(9) a. *nemer'taker' but nemer van initiatieven /initia-
tiefnemer'initiative taker'

but bestrijder van onrecht ,/ on-
rechtbestrijder'injustice figh-
ter'

but bereider vanijs /
ijs-bereider'ice preparer'

The only contexts in which the use of such -el-nouns without complements
does not lead to ungrammaticality are elliptical contexts. For instance,
when the required complement has already been introduced in a previous
sentence it can be omitted, as in Hoe vind je dit ijs? De bereider komt
uit ltalie.'How do you like this ice? The preparer is from Italy'.

The examples of (9) again show that inheritance takes place at the level
of argument structure, not at the level of syntactic subcategorization. This
is clear from the fact that the inherited argument can be realizedin different
ways, syntactically as a PP, and morphologically as an N.

Yet, there is no complete parallellism between verbal constructions and
their nominal counterparts, as the examples in (10) illustrate:

(10) wonen in Amsterdam,/ *woner in Amsterdam
'live in Amsterdam / liver in Amsterdam'
houden van kaas / *houder van kaas
'like cheese / liker of cheese'
een boek op de plank zetten / *zetter van een boek op de
plank 'put a book on the shelves / putter of a book on the
shelves'

b. *bestrijder'fighter'

c. *bereider'preparer'

b.
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These cases are no counterexamples to the inheritance hypothesis, but
illustrate a restriction on deverbal -er-afftxaÍion: -er car, only be affixed
to verbs without an internal argument, or to verbs with only a direct
internal argument.5 That is, there is no restriction on inheritance here,
but rather on the word formation process itself. This is proven by the
fact that the -er-nouns in (10) are also impossible without a complement:
*woner, * houder, x zetter.

Morphological processes not only bind external arguments, as was the
case with -er, b:ut they can also bind internal arguments. For instance,
the suffix -sel can be characterized as a suffix that creates result nouns
in which the direct internal argument of the underlying verb is bound
(cf. Knopper 1984):

(11) braaksel 'vomit', baksel 'baking', schraapsel 'scraping'

Since result nouns, unlike nomina actionis, do not express an action, the
affixation of -sel implies that the resulting deverbal noun does not possess

an Agent-argument, as is shown in (12):

(12) *Dit baksel door mij 'This baking by me'
xDit schraapsel door mij 'This scraping by me'

The impossibility of combining Agent-arguments with result nouns is also
shown by constructions such as die vondst door mij 'thaÍ finding by me',
in which vondst can only be interpreted as an action, not as a result. Hence,
the sentence *Die vondst door mij ligt op tafel 'That finding by me lies
on the table' is ungrammatical: door mij requies an action interpretation
of vondst,but ligt op tafel a result interpretation.

The loss of arguments due to the semantics of the word formation process
can also be seen in deverbal -baar-suffrxation, which is illustrated in (13).
The effect of -baar-affrxation is that the direct internal argument of the
verb is externalized, i.e. it becomes the external argument of the derived
adjective:

(13) a. Dit verschijnsel is verklaarbaar /dit verschijnsel verklaren
'This phenomenon is explainable / to explainthis phenomenon'
Deze soep is eetbaar ,/ soep eten
'This soup is edible / to eat soup'

*Deze kaas is houdbaar,/ houden van kaas

'This cheese is likable / to like cheese'
xDit huis is woonbaar / in dit huis wonen
'This house is livable / to live in this house'

33
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The semantic characteristic of -baar-suffixation is that it creates adjectiveswhich express a potentiality-property of the direct i"r.r"ri *g"ment withrespect to the action expressed by the base verb. corrsequ"ntry]1rre Agent_role disappears, because it cannot be combined with ïr;#y denotingadjectives. This semantic restriction is also exhibited uv r"a..i*i adjectivesof this type, for instance *Die jurk is mooi door mij.That dress is beautifulby me':

(14) a. *Dit verschijnsel is verklaarbaar door mij
. 'This phenomenon is explainable by me;
b. *Deze soep is eetbaar doàr mij

'This soup is edible by me'

The fact that the argument of the base verb that has been reft over becomesthe external argument of the derived adjectives folows rrÀ tt 
" 

principrethat adjectives must have an external argument (cf. Levin & Rappaport1986: 647). Levin &.Rappaport,s princip'les can also explain why _baar
can only be attached to verbs with a iirect internut urirÀ"nt: indirectarguments need a preposition for the identificatio" or ïrr"i, ó-role, butthe external argument-position onry allows for prepositiort"rr, Lare Np,s.Therefore, the externarization of inàirect internal arguments is impossible.In sum, our claim is that deletion and externalization of arguments donot belong to the definition of morphologicar procesr"r, u, ir""rum"a uywilliams (1981) with respect to externalization, but u* ih" 

"onr"qr"n".,of the semantic operation that is associated with a particurar word formationprocess.

In this connection we shourd arso remark on the morphorogicar operationof passivization of verbs. passivization does not mean that the Agent-argument is deleted, but rather that it is .suppressed,: it is not realizedobligatorily. semantically, it is stilr present in passive constructions, asis shown by the following examples 1ci. Roeper till: ZeAl: 
-'-l

(15) a. *The boat sank to collect the insuranceb. The boat was sunk to collect the insurance

In sentence (l5b) the Ag ent of to sinkis semantically present since it controlsthe implicit subject of to coilect the insurance. In !5a), on the other hand,there is no Agent associated with the intransitivè to'íink, urJtt* tt 
"."is no adequate controrer_for the implicit subject of the infinitive. Thatin passive constructions.the Agent argument 

-is 
onry ."pp;;;; is alsoshown by the fact that it can also su-rface , as a by-pp in Engrish, andas a door-PP in Dutch:

(15) c. The boat was sunk by John to collect the insurance
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So far, we have seen two types of effect of morphology on argument
structure: effects on the syntactic realization of arguments (binding,
suppression) and loss of arguments. In addition, there is a third type of
effect, the addition of arguments, also called 'creation'. In our opinion,
creation, like deletion, is a side effect of the semantic operation involved
in a morphological process. An example is the derivation of causative

verbs from adjectives and nouns by means of the suffix -iseer, as in
bsnaliseren'to banalize' and kanaliseren'to canalize'. The lexical repre-
sentations of these verbs and their base words are as follows:

(16) a. banaal, 'banal', A, Theme banaliseer, V, Agent, Theme
b. kanaal, 'canal', N, kanaliseer, V, Agent, Theme

The semantic effect of causativization is that the derived verb expresses

an action in which a causer brings about that an object gets the property
referred to by the base word. In the argument structuÍe of the resulting
verb, the causer will of course be associated with the Agent-role, because

'Agent' is one of the semantic components of 'causern. The object is
predictably associated with the Theme-role. Hence, both underived and
derived causative verbs have an Agent and a Theme. Filter (17) predicts
that the Agent will become the external argument:

(17) *Theme, Agent

Filter (17) expresses the generalization mentioned above that if a verb
has both an Agent and a Theme, the Agent will receive a'higher'syntactic
expression than the Theme. Thus, the internalization of the external
argument of the adjective in (l6a) is a side effect of the semantic operation.
In section 4, we will treat the phenomenon of creation in more detail.

In conclusion, the relation between words and their derivatives must
be accounted for in terms of argument structure. Morphological operations
may affect the syntactic realization of arguments (binding, suppression),
but deletion, creation, internalization and externalization of arguments

are side effects which need not be specified as such in the word formation
rules.

3. INHERITANCE ISSUES

Hoekstra (1986b) raises certain objections to the hypothesis of inheritance
of argument structuÍe, in particular in relation to the class of deverbal
nouns in -er discussed above. He points out correctly that the inheritance
hypothesis plays a crucial role in the lexicalist theory of word formation

35
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in which morphology and syntax are separated. paralrerisms in syntactic
valency between morphologically related words have to be accounted for
even if one separates morphology and syntax, and this is possibre by making
use of the notion 'inheritance'. According to Hoekstia, the inheritance
hypothesis raises the problem that, with respect to deverbal -er-nouns,
all kinds of ad hoc restrictions must be imposed on inheritance in order
to avoid overgeneration, whereas other types of deverbal nominarization
exhibit unrestricted inheritance. compare, for instance, (lga) and (1gb):

(18) a. *de belover [dat Jan zou komen]
'the promiser that John would come,

b. de belofte [dat Jan zou komen]
'the promise that John would come,

Hoekstra does not want to explain the difference between (rga) and (rgb)in terms of restrictions on inheritance for deverbar -er-nouns, but by
independent principles: concrete nouns such as belover do not allow for
sentential complements (cf. *De bode dat Jan zou komen.The messenger
that John would come', whereas abstract nouns do allow for such sentential
complements, e.g. Het idee dat Jan zou komen,The idea that John would
come'. The fact that van-pp's do occur as complements of -er-nouns would
then be explained by the fact that van expresses a general relation between
two nouns, which may be interpreted as the relation of rheme. Therefore,
Hoekstra holds the opinion that the inheritance hypothesis is the wrong
approach for dealing with parallellisms in syntàctic varency between
morphologically related words.

. we do not agree with this concrusion, because it does not explain why
in other types of deveóal nominalization, as shown in (2)_(5), we do find
parallellisms in syntactic valency with regard to the possÀíliiyof sententiat
complements and indirect internal arguments like Àe ,on -íp of the verb
hunkeren'to long for':

(19) a. naar liefde hunkeren .to long for love,
b. het hunkeren *van riefde/ naar liefde 'the ronging for rove,c. gehunker *van liefde /*naar liefde ,longing for love;

concerning the deverbal suffrx -en, Hoekstra (l9g6a) proposed to considerit as a syntactic suffix that can be affixed on differeni levels within an
S. This hypothesis can account for the syntactic parallellism between verb
and -en-noun. However, the concept 'syntactic aifix' raises new probrems,
because it is in conflict with the theory of Lexicar phonology. Ttis th"o.y
implies that, for phonological reasons, affixes must be added to their base
words in the lexicon. For instance, in the lexicon obligatory resyllabification
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takes place after the addition of an affix to a word, whereas normally
we do not find obligatory resyllabification of morpheme sequences in syntax.
If -en were a syntactic affix, we would have to introduce obligatory
resyllabification in the post-syntactic phonological component (compare
koop 'to buy' (koop)o with kopen'buying' (ko)o(pen)o). In our opinion,
the loss of the insights of Lexical Phonology is a fundamental obstacle
for accepting the hypothesis of syntactic affixes.6

However, we do agree with Hoekstra (cf. Booij 1986b) that phrases
like zoeker naar waarheid'searcher of truth' and heerser over Europa'ruler
of Europe'are aot instances of inheritance of a PP-complement. This would
be in conflict with the observation made above that verbs with PP-
complements do not allow for -er-affrxation. The PP's under discussion
here also combine with underived nouns, e.g. de trein naar Groningen'the
train to Groningen', koning over Nederland 'king of Holland'. That is,
zoeker and heerser are also well-formed without a complement.

Let us also stress the point that in excluding phrases such as houder
van kaas'liker of cheese' it is not a restriction on inheritance that is involved
- this is the way in which Randall (1982) puts it - but a restriction on
the word formation process itself, since the complementless houder in the
interpretation 'liker' is also ill-formed. This is also illustrated by the
following examples:

(20) a. *hoper op uitkomst 'hoper for relief / *hoper

b. *vertrouwer op hulp 'truster in help' ./ *vertrouwer

Of course, there are also verbs with two subentries in the lexicon, one
with and one without a PP-complement. In such cases we can derive the
deverbal -er-noun from the subentry without the PP-complement. This
is the case for e.g. w achter'waiteÍ', twffi laar'doubter' and denker'thinker':

(21) a. wachten / wachten op NP'to wait for NP'
b. twijfelen / twijfelen aan NP'to doubt NP'
c. denken / denken aan NP 'to think of NP'

Thus we see that the restrictions on -er-suffixation proposed above are
by no means ad hoc assumptions in order to save the inheritance hypothesis,
but necessary for a proper definition of the class of well-formed deverbal
-er-nouns,

Crucial evidence for the inheritance hypothesis in relation to the nouns
under discussion here is that those nouns which are derived from an
obligatorily transitive verb always require a - morphological or syntactic
- complement, as pointed out above. Some other examples are listed in
(22):

JI
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(22) a. *verbeteraar,/ mensenverbeteraar / verbeteraar van mensen
'improver / people improver / improver of people,

b. *maker / lijstenmaker / maker van lijsten
omaker / frame-maker / maker of frames,

Therefore we conclude that Hoekstra's objections to the inheritance
hypothesis are not convincing.

Another question related to inheritance is whether syntactic subcate-
gorization is also inherited. Above we saw that the specific preposition
of the verb hunkeren'to long for' must also be chosen for the complements
of the nominalizations hunkeren and gehunker (cf. l9). we think that,
in general, the choice of preposition is determined by the nature of the
semantic relation between a verb and its complement. For instance, when
we compare verbs that select naar with verbs that select op, we observe
a clear semantic similarity between the verbs in each class:

(23) a. zoeken naar waarheid'search for the truth,
verlangen naar echtheid 'to long for genuineness'
raden naar het antwoord 'to guess the answer'
vragen naar de weg 'to ask for the way'
jagen naar het beste 'hunt for the best,

b. schieten op alles 'to shoot on everything'
richten op iemand'to aim at somebody,
bouwen op iemand'to rely on somebody,
mikken op een miljoen'to aim at a million'
jagen op wild'to hunt game'

In other words, it seems to us that the choice of preposition is a
compositional matter, and determined by both the nature or tn" action
expressed and the nominal argument involved. If this is correcto the observed
parallellism in choice of preposition between verb and deverbal nominal-
ization is not a matter of inheritance, but determined by independent
principles of preposition selection. This 'compositional'view of preiosition
choice is supported in particular by the fact that the verb jogà r"r, o""r,
with both naar and op, depending on the nature of the comflement. only
in marked cases such as houden van Np'to rike Np', with the semantically
empty preposition van, the choice of preposition must probably be marked
lexically. In this way we can still maintain the claim that inheiitance takes
place at the level of argument structure, and that the role of syntactic
information is restricted to the distinction between three types of arguments
(external, direct internal and indirect internal).
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4. CREATION

As pointed out above, the inheritance hypothesis craims that the argument
structure of a derived word is determined by the argument structure ofits base. In the simplest case the argument structures of the two words
are identical. In less simple 

""r.. 
ro*"lther operation is involved. Flowever,

there are a number of word formation rulei for which we cannot claim
that their effects on syntactic valency can be qualified as a combination
of inheritance plus some operation (binding o, ,rppr"ssion). Exampres
of such word formation rules are those which deriv! deverbal verbs by
prefixation with be-, yer-, om-, door- or over_.

The argument structures of the input verbs for these kinds of prefixation
differ widely: they may have an externar argument only (intransitive verbs),or also a direct internal argument (transitive verbs), àr an external and
an indirect internal argument (verbs with a prepositionar object). However,
the argument structures of the derived u.rb, ,.. always ihe same: they
have an external and a direct internal argument (cf. De vries 1975). we
illustrate this for deverbal uer-prefixation:

(24) Base verbs without internal argument
slapen 'sleep' / zijn tijd verslapen .sleep away one,s time,
knoeien 'make a mess, ,/ verknoeien ,waste away,
gokken 'gamble, ,/ vergokken .gamble away,

(25) Base verbs with a direct internal argumenÍ
de steen werpen ,throw the stone, ,/ het voorstel verwerpen .reject
the proposal'
zijn vrouw storen 'disturb one's wife' ./ de rust verstoren .to disturb
the peace'
zijn armen spreiden ,spread one's arms, ,/ de menigte verspreiden
'disperse the masses,

(26) Base verbs with an indirect internal orgument
wedden om een fles wijn 'bet a botttle of wine' / zijn gerdverwedden
'gamble away one's money'
over oorrog praten 'talk about war' / zijn tijd verpraten ,talk away
one's timeo
in Amsterdam wonen 'rive in Amsterdam' / zijn sataris verwonen
'use up one's salary for rent,

For the derived verbs in (24) it is clear that their argument structure cannot
be completely determined by the argument structure of the base verb,
because the latter does not possess an internal argument. of course, the

39
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external argument could have been inherited. Thus we see that for the
derived verbs in (24) ver-prefrxation creates direct internal arguments. It
is not clear a prioriwhether the derivations in (25) and,(26)can belnterpreted
as cases of inheritance: in that case the direct internal argument in (25)
would be inherited, and in (26) the indirect argument of the base verb
would have been changed into a direct argument. However, there are two
reasons why we prefer to speak of the creation of a direct internal argument,
both for (25) andfor (26).

First, in some cases the direct internal argument of the derived verb
is subject to other selection restrictions than that of the base verb, witness
the examples in (27) and (28):

(27) a. ?Hij werpt het voorstel 'He throws the proposal'
Hij verwerpt het voorstel 'He rejects the proposal,

b. ?Hij stoort de rust 'He disturbs the peace'
Hij verstoort de rust 'He disturbs the peace,

a. Hij praat over de oorlog 'He talks about the war,
?Hij verpraat de oorlog 'He talks away the war,

b. Hij woont in dat huis 'He lives in that house,
?Hij verwoont dat huis 'He lives away that house,

(28)

A complement of a head is only then an argument of that head if there
are specific selection restrictions between that head and its complement.
The inheritance hypothesis predicts that selection restrictions are pieserved
in morphological derivations, but the examples (27)-(2g) show that this
is not always the case for ver-prefixation. If, on the other hand, \tre assume
that the internal arguments of the derived verbs are created, it is no longer
predicted that the selection restrictions are preserved, because a new
argument can have another selectional relation to its head.

The second reason for assuming that in (25) and (26) creationhas taken
place is of a more theoretical nature. Foflowing chomsky(l9gl: 126 ff.)
we assume that a word formation rule has a constant effect on argument
structure. This assumption is phrased in (29):

(29) The Unifurmity Principte:
the characteristic effect of word formation rules on argument
structure is always uniform, i.e. every application of a word
formation rule has the same effect for the argument structure of
the derived word.

The Uniformity Principle implies for ver-prefrxation that it always creates
an internal argument, even in those cases where the internal à.g.,*"nt

I
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of the base verb and that of the derived
restrictions.

4t

verb have the same selection

An important question now is whether the creation of the internar
argument must be stipulated in the word formation rule, or if it can bepredicted. In section 2we alreadypointed out that the creation of arguments
should be seen as a consequence of the semantic operation involved. The
common semantic aspect of ver-verbs is that the aótion referred to in the
base verb is directed toward an object in such a way that the object isreally affected by the action (cf. De vries 1975: t re). TLis ,.-"rri. change
brought about by ver-prerrxation implies that the derived yer-verbs must
have an internal argument by means àr *ni"n one can refer to the affected
object.

The second question is why the created internal argument is a direct
one. In our opinion this is also a consequence of the semantic operation.
The generalization is that affected objecis, both ofunderived and derived
verbs, are always expressed by a direct internal argument (cf. Anderson
1977 , zubizarreta, 1987). The semantic change invorved in u)r-prefixation
may of course also lead to differences in selection restrictions between
the direct internal argument of the base verb and that of the derived verb.we conclude that the fact that derived ver-verbs always have a direct
internal argument need not be stipulated in the word forÀation rule. The
argument structure of ver-verbs is a predictable consequence of the semantic
operation. Similarly, the external argument of these verbs need not be
considered to be inherited: these verbs arways express an action, and thus
there must be an Agent, which is always expressed as externar argument.

In relation to this, we should arso rook at two other word formation
rules, viz. denominar and deadjectivar ver-prefixation. These word forma-tion rules also create verbs with a direci internar 

".g.r-"ri.-ihe rures
are illustrated in (30) and (31):

(30) Deadjectivalver-preJïxation
a. Zijn interieur is nieuw'His interior is new,/ Hij vernieuwt zijn

interieur,He renovates his interior, -

b' Die theorie is beter 'That theory is better, / Hij verbetert die
theorie 'He improves that theory, '

(31) Denominalvevprefixation
a. beeld'image',/ Hij verbeeldt de vrijheid ,He represents freedom,b. woord 'word' / H.ij verwoordt zijn gedachtà ,He formulates

his thoughts'

The.derived verbs in (30)-(3r) also express an action that affects an object,just like the deverbal verbs analyzed above. The assumption defended above
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that affected objects are associated with direct internal arguments also
makes the correct prediction with respect to the argument structure of
the deadjectival and denominal ver-verbs.

The comparison of the three categories of yer-verbs also clearly shows
that it is undesirable to stipulate the effect of a word formation rule on
argument structure in that rule. In the case of deverbal ver-prefrxation
the effect would be 'create a direct internal argument', in the case of
deadjectival ver-prefixation it would be 'internalize the external argument
and create a new one', and for denominal ver-prefixation the effect would
be 'create a direct internal and an external argument'. [t is clear that we
would miss a generalization by stipulating these effects in the three different
word formation rules. The generalization is that the prefix ver- creates
verbs expressing an action toward an object that is affected by that action.

So far, we only discussed transitive yer-verbs. There are also intransitive,
non-accusative yer-verbs, as is illustrated in (32):

(32) a. Het kleed is verbrand 'The carpet has been burnt'
b. De jas is verschroeid 'The coat has been scorched'
c. De aardappels zijn verkookt 'The potatoes have boiled away'

Suppose we assume that non-accusative verbs do not have an external
argument, but only a direct internal argument (cf. Hoekstra 1984). This
raises the question whether the characterization of ver-prefrxation given
above is correct. However, it should be noted that non-accusative yer-

verbs always have a transitive counterpart, as illustrated in (33):

(33) a. Hij verbrandt het kleed 'He burns the carpet'
b. Het yuur verschroeit de jas 'The fire scorches the coat'
c. Hij verkookt de aardappelen 'He boiles the potatoes away'

Therefore, we assume that the intransitive yer-verbs are not derived directly
by means of ver-prefixation, but indirectly, from their transitive coun-
terparts.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown in the first place that the characteristic effects
of word formation rules on the syntactic valency of derived words have
to be accounted for in terms of argument structure. Secondly we have
tried to make plausible that with respect to their effect on argument structure
two types of word formation rule have to be distinguished. Some word
formation rules show inheritance effects, others do not. In the latter case
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the argument structure of the derived words is determined by the semantic
operation associated with a word formation rule. In particular, we have
shown that it is unnecessary and undesirable to assume operations or rules
that create, delete, externalize or internalize arguments. we consider such
operations as side effects of semantic changes. The only operations we
allow for are the binding or suppressing of an argument.

This view of the effect of derivational processes on syntactic valency
has been inspired by the work of others who try to account for the external
syntax of derived words by means of independent principles and without
rule-speciÍïc stipulations, in particular that of zubizareta\|9g7) and Levin
& Rappaport (1986). Although much is still unclear and needs to be
investigated in more detail, we think that this type of approach embodies
a fruitful research program.

NOTES

*The research for this paper was carried out as part of the research program Lett g3/7,
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. As for the second author, it was subsidized by the Stichting
Taalwetenschap (project no. 300-164-007). A Dutch version ofthis paper app earedin Spektator
16 (1987), 421-436. we thank Jaap van Marle for his useful .o--.rt, àn an earlier draft
of this paper.
l. see williams (1981), Rappaport (1983) and Levin & Rappaport (1986) for similar
assumptions.
2. subject sentences can be interpreted as cases of left dislocation, with a pronominal Np
without phonological realization as subject (cf. Koster l97g). See also note 5.3. It requires further investigation whether poss is a semantically restricted, or an
unrestricted grammatical function.
4. see Booij(1986a,b and to appear) for a more detailed analysis of deverbal -er-nouns
in Dutch.
5. we assume that s-complements are no direct arguments (cf. beloven ldat Jan komtl
and *belover ldat Jan komtl).
6. see van Haaften et al. (1985) and zubizarreta & van Haaften(to appear) for two analyses
of the suffix 'en that are not in conflict with the principles of Lexical ehonoiogy.
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